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Cheese production has grown in March 2008 with 121 tones (+2,6%) and 
quantity of cheese obtained exclusively by cow milk had the same 
ascendant trend, having 95% from total cheese production. 
Cheese production went down in December 2007 with 330 tones (-6,6%) 
and cheese quantity obtained exclusively by cow milk had the same 
descendant trend, having 95,3% from total cheese production. 
Comparing with 2006, cheese production registered a decrease with 3511 
tones (5%) especially regarding the cheese obtained exclusively by cow 
milk, having 91,9% from total cheese production from 2007. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Cheese are part of daily food of Romanian, no matter the form that is 

consumed on. The market is extremely dynamic, in a continuous 
development and in full process of lining at European Union standards.  

The integration will impose new quality rules which will reduce the 
number of offers, and the one remained in line will be forced to put accent 
on the respect of quality standard, to be able to compete with external 
producers. According to statistics, cheese represents half of total milk 
market, annually, in Romania being produced cheese around 400 million 
euro. 
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On the base of special literature dates we analyzed the production 

the evolution of production and milk products consumption in Romania.  
 

Milk consumption and milk products in Romania 
Specify U.M. 1999 2000 2001 2002 
Cheese and cream, 
total from each:  

Kg/person/ye
ar 

12,6 12,8 12,6 12,8 

- cow cheese Kg/pers/year 4,6 4,5 4,5 4,5 
- sheep cheese kg/pers/year 3,0 3,0 3,1 3,0 

Source: Cret Nicoara – Marketingul productiei agroalimentare, Fundatia Culturala Ioan 
Slavici, Arad, 2001. 
 

Milk products production  
 

 U.M. Ianuarie 
2008 

Decembrie 
2007 

Ianuarie 
2007 

Cheese - total Tones 4762 4641 4603 
From each: only cow 
milk 

Tones 4525 
 

4424 4265 
 

Source: Institutul National de Statistica – Communicate de presa www.insse.ro  

 
Cheese production registered, also, a grow with 159 tones (+3,5%) 

from 4603 tones in march realized in January 2007, at 4762 tones in January 
2008.  
  Cheese production registered a decrease with 54 tones in december 
2007. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 In present time, in what regards the cheese, according APEL, 
Romanians consume five time less milk products than people from 
European Union countries. Meaning, that instead of 18 kilos of cheese by 
year, we eat only 4. from year to year Romanians buy less because of the 
prices. They came to the situation in each margarine is favorite to butter, 
being cheaper.  From cheese offer the most favorite by Romanian consumer 
is the cottage cheese searched by 77% of consumers. 

Cheese sales in Romania (December 05 – July 06) 

http://www.insse.ro/
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Product Volume (tones) Value (thousand lei) 

Cottage cheese  3103,57 35037,18 
Melt cheese in bulk  1701,39 21155,35 
Green cheese 5718,09 114153,61 
Melt cheese 3563,15 84902,66 

    Suorce: ACNielsen - www.acnielsen.com  

The producers noticed a change on the behaviour of consumers  
which is paying more attention at what he is buying, being interested by a 
healthier food, and rich in natural products. And not only that. The 
consumers are in what concern cheese quiet conservator. The conservatory  
is manifested in bought assortment. On the top of preference there are the 
green cheese with 5700 tones sold in the last eight months, melt cheese, 
cottage cheese, traditional products and the one processed thermic. 

Lately the segment of green cheese had a significant grow, a popular 
product between Romanians. Cottage cheese and melt cheese continued 
their ascendant trend like last year, declared Daniela Dorca Brand Manager 
Friesland Romania. 
 Also the consumers appreciate the fresh products, the category of 
fresh cheese registering a good evolution. Fresh cheese occupies over 17% 
from total cheese sell where the favorite is green cheese and soft cheese 
packed in void for direct service, said Victoria Tura, general Director of 
Eurocheese.  
 Cheese market is not marked especially by seasons. In cold months 
feta cheese is in a continuous grow and in hot months these products register 
slow going downs. In what concern cheese specialties, like the one with 
mould, the sells have a connection with Christmas and Easter sells.  
 Alliance for Educational promotions of Milk along with Land O’ 
Lakes Romania have done a research regarding the of food in Romania. 
Along this research were evidenced the moments associated with milk 
consumption.  

At dinner the most high leveled consume is represented by milk and 
cheese, and for lunch green cheese, deserts on base of milk and cheese. Melt 
cheese, green cheese and are consumed in trips and picnic. On winter time 
the most consumed are cheese and milk. 

 

http://www.acnielsen.com/
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Moments associated to milk consumption (%) 
 

Specifying  Summer  Winter Breakfast  Snack  Launch  Dinner  Picnic  
Cheese  30 27 64 48 27 35 42 
Green cheese 21 20 52 40 28 31 29 
Cream cheese  8 5 20 25 8 11 10 
Melt cheese 20 24 61 46 18 23 44 

Source: ACNielsen - www.acnielsen.com  
    The results of APEL research shows the fact that milk 
product with the most high level of penetration between consumers is 
cottage cheese, around 76%. 
 

CONCLUSIONS  
Even if cheese consumption on local plan will be at the same value, 

cheese market will grow on the next few years, because after the black 
market of milk products will be smaller, people will not consume more 
cheese, but they will buy more from supermarkets than from the market. 
  Price grow at prime material, registered this year in Europe, also on 
local plan could affect the consumption of milk products.  

Local cheese consumption is 4 kilos on head of habitant comparing 
to 20 kilos on West Europe, while the yogurt consume has grown with a kilo 
comparing to last year until 6 kilo on head of habitant, a lot smaller 
comparing to Bulgaria where is consumed annually 14 kilos, in Hungary 17 
kilos, in Cehia 16 kilos and 33 kilos in France. 
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